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ON THE JINGJU PLAY
THE WHITE SNAKE
by Wang Renyuan, former Deputy General Director
of the Jiangsu Province Department of Culture
and Chairman of the Jiangsu Province Theatre Artists Association
translated by Yang Ming, UHM PhD candidate in Asian Theatre
The traditional Jingju play The White Snake (Bai she zhuan) is deeply
loved by the Chinese people and has enjoyed a never-diminishing
popularity on stage. In it, the immortal snake spirit Lady White (Bai
Niangzi) and her sister Green Child (Qing Er) leave the mountains of
the spirit realm out of longing for the human world. They meet Xu Xian
on West Lake, and he and Lady White become a happily married
couple. However, their happiness suffers interference from the
Buddhist monk Fa Hai of Mount Gold Temple in Zhenjiang, and the
story traditionally ends in tragedy. This story can be traced back to a
folktale, “The Monk of Jin Shan Temple Vanquishes the White
Snake” (“Jin Shan Si heshang xiang bai she”), which originated in the
Jiangsu Province city of Zhenjiang, established over 3,000 years ago
and recently named a National Level Famous Historical and Cultural
City by the Chinese government. The folktale began to spread as early
as the Tang Dynasty (618-907), and was recorded in a storytelling text
(huaben) as “The Three Pagodas of West Lake” (“Xi Hu san ta ji”) in the
Song Dynasty (960-1279). By the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), it had
become a major performance item in storytelling and balladry
(shuochang), and Feng Menglong included an expanded version of the
old folktale, “The Eternal Crushing of Lady White Under Thunder Peak
Pagoda” (“Bai Niangzi yong zhen Lei Feng Ta”), in his late-Ming
anthology Comprehensive Words Admonishing the World (Jing shi tong
yan). The earliest known dramatization of the story for Xiqu
(indigenous Chinese theatre, Chinese “opera”) was made by Chen
Liulong in the Ming Dynasty with Thunder Peak Tale (Lei Feng ji);
unfortunately, that script has not survived. The earliest extant Xiqu
version is Thunder Peak Pagoda (Lei Feng Ta), a play in the Chuanqi
form (literally “marvel tales,” a script form of high literary quality) by
Huang Tubi, which was completed during the reigns of Emperors
Yongzheng and Qianlong (1723-1795). Fang Chengpei’s later play by
the same name, printed in the 37th year of Qianlong (1772), has also

been influential.
Since that time, the
story of the White
Snake has been
staged in numerous
different forms of
Xiqu, including Kunqu
(originally from
Jiangsu Province),
Chuanju (Sichuan
Province), Qinqiang
(Shaanxi Province),
Huiju (Anhui
Province), Hanju
(Hubei Province),
Xiangju (Hunan
Province), Yuju
(Henan Province),
Wuju (Jiangxi
Province), and Hebei
Bangzi (Hebei
Province).
In 1947, Tian Han adapted various plot episodes including “Borrowing
an Umbrella While Traveling on the Lake” (“You hu jie san”), “A
Frightening Change at the Dragon Boat Festival” (“Duan Yang jing
bian”), “Robbing the Treasury” (“Dao ku”), “Stealing the Herb” (“Dao
cao”), “The Inundation” (“Shui man”), “Broken Bridge” (“Duan qiao”),
and “Captured by the Alms Bowl” (“He bo”), and wrote a Jingju script
entitled The Golden Alms Bowl (Jin bo ji) which was widely acclaimed in
theatre circles. In 1953 he then revised the play, deleting the traditional
scene “Robbing the Treasury” and adding a final scene in which Green
Child defeats the spirits guarding Thunder Peak Pagoda, burns it down,
and sets the White Snake free. This revised version has since become
the most widely used script for performance purposes, and is the basis
for our present production of The White Snake.
Throughout its development The White Snake has undergone changes
in form, from a folktale to a storytelling text to the Chuanqi play of the
Ming and Qing dynasties and finally to today’s script for performance.
But the most conspicuous change has come about to more accurately
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express the opinion of the common people concerning this tragic story.
The White Snake’s inherent demonic spirit has steadily diminished in
each successive version, and the original storytellers’ judgment of Fa
Hai’s suppression of the White Snake—“the vanquishing of Evil by the
Righteous”—has gradually been reversed. The current version thus
sides completely with the White Snake, and views her tragedy with
deep sympathy and compassion. As Lu Xun wrote in his essay “On the
Downfall of Thunder Peak Pagoda” (“Lun Lei Feng Ta de dao diao”): “if
you go to the hills and coast of Jiangsu and Zhejiang to discover what
people are thinking, you will find all the peasants, their silkwormbreeding womenfolk, old gaffers, and village loafers—all but a few who
are slightly wrong in the head—sympathize with Lady White Snake and
blame Fa Hai for being too meddlesome” (translation by Yang Xianyi
and Gladys Yang, in Lu Xun, Selected Works, Vol. 2, Beijing: Foreign
Languages Press, 1980, p. 101). In fact, one of the play’s special
values is that it is not a desperate tragedy, for it depicts the White
Snake’s pursuits and struggles as a manifestation of never resigning to
fate, and therefore offers people a great source of inspiration. In doing
so, the play eulogizes the White Snake’s spirit of self sacrifice and her
indomitable will to fight for her aspirations and pursue a happy life. It
also criticizes Xu Xian for the contradiction between his love for the
White Snake’s beauty and passion and his strong instinct for selfprotection, as well as his complex personality with its conflicting
devotion and reservation; these faults finally lead to his unconscious
assistance of Fa Hai, bringing great harm to the White Snake and his
own happiness. Finally, the play also extols Green Child’s chivalrous
spirit, her unyielding determination to fight the enemy, and her selfless
endeavor. In sum, the play now conveys the deepest thoughts and
values, and the final judgment, of the people.
The Jingju version of The White Snake is a play that actors love to
perform and audiences enjoy watching. It tells a beautiful and moving
story, depicts characters with well-defined personalities, presents
opportunities for fine performances and abundant passion, offers
graceful arias and a wide variety of musical styles, and boasts a
complete set of role types and a balanced arrangement of civil and
martial scenes. Some sections including “Broken Bridge” (“Duan qiao”)
and “Water Battle” (“Shui dou”) have become wonderful zhezixi
(excerpted one-act plays), and have won awards at the Young People’s
International Performance Festivals.

CHINESE THEATRE AND JINGJU
(BEIJING/PEKING OPERA)
In present day China, there are two main types of theatre—Xiqu or
traditional Chinese theatre (literally “theatre [of] song;” sometimes
misleadingly called Chinese “opera” in English), and Huaju or Westernstyle theatre (literally “speech-drama”). Huaju is relatively new,
originating in the first decade of the 20th century, and serves an
audience composed primarily of urban intellectuals. But Xiqu, which
currently consists of over three hundred separate theatre forms, has a
history dating back at least a thousand years and is traditionally the
theatre of the general populace.
Almost every form of Xiqu arose in a specific region of China—most
take their name from their area of origin, and feature the dialect and
musical styles of that region. At certain points in China’s history, a
particular form has risen to the stature of “the national theatre.” Kunqu
(literally “songs of Kun”) achieved that stature in the late 16th century,
and is still performed today; it was proclaimed a Masterpiece of the Oral
and Intangible Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO in 2001. Jingju
(literally “drama of the capital;” sometimes misleadingly called Beijing or
Peking “opera” in English) originated in Beijing in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries, and replaced Kunqu in national
prominence by the late nineteenth century.
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ACTING IN JINGJU
Jingju acting is stylized, and because each of the six main role types
has its own patterns of stylization, performers are generally trained to
play only one.
Young female characters speak and sing in falsetto voices,
while young male characters (none of whom appear in this play) use a
combination of falsetto and “natural” voice. These two role types have
the most delicate patterns of movement and the most stylized voices.

Jingju is a living art form, still evolving and developing. Like other forms
of Xiqu, it encompasses an abundance of theatrical elements—story,
acting, dialogue and monologue, recitation, song, music, dance,
pantomime, stylized movement, and in some plays, acrobatics as well.
Actors themselves refer to the “four skills” of Jingju—song, speech,
action (including acting in the Western sense as well as dance,
pantomime, and stylized movement), and combat—and must meet
rigorous standards in each. Moreover, in Xiqu these elements and
skills, rather than being presented in sequence, are synthesized—for
instance, performers gesture and move gracefully while singing with the
orchestra, and speeches and movements are punctuated and
heightened orchestrally. Nineteenth-century Europeans chose to refer
to Xiqu as Chinese “opera,” probably to imply that it was deserving of
respect, but they might just as accurately (or inaccurately) have called it
Chinese ballet, Chinese drama, or Chinese narrative combat!
The stories of Jingju plays are usually familiar to the audience, coming
from history, legends, novels, short stories, storytellers’ tales, and
earlier plays. The emphasis in performance is not on what will happen,
but rather on how it happens—on the characters’ thoughts and
reactions, and the performers’ expressions of them. In this performercentered art form, stories are told leisurely, and characters are
portrayed lavishly through the combined skills of actors and musicians
working together.

Older male and older female characters use different
versions of the “natural” as opposed to the falsetto voice, with fewer
and simpler patterns of stylized intonation, and have a more natural,
larger style of movement. Older male characters usually wear beards;
in general, those between thirty and forty-five years of age wear black
ones, those between forty-five and sixty wear gray, and those over sixty
wear white beards.
In The White Snake, the young male lead is usually a young male
character. For our production, however, master artist Lu Genzhang has
chosen to train the students playing the role to speak and sing as older
male characters, but to move and wear the makeup of young male
characters. Xu Xian’s “natural” voice thereby provides an aural contrast
to the falsetto voices of the White and Green snakes, while his
appearance still epitomizes the traditional image of a romantic young
man.
Painted-face characters, men of great strength, also use
“natural” voices, but their voices and movements are larger and more
heightened than those of older male characters. One of the most
striking features of this role type is its makeup; the entire face is
completely painted—from the top of the head to the chin, and from ear
to ear—with designs and colors that indicate character traits.
Clown characters, who are usually male, predominantly use
“natural” voices and a fairly natural style of movement. They often wear
a patch of white makeup in the center of their faces, and may speak or
otherwise communicate directly with the audience, sometimes making
playful use of ad libs and contemporary, topical allusions.
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When Jingju rose to prominence in the nineteenth century, women had
been banned from the stage and all roles were therefore played by
men. However, older traditions of Chinese theatre called for asexual
casting—young actors, whether male or female, were each trained to
perform the role type for which they were best suited vocally and
physically, regardless of their own sex or gender. In the first half of the
twentieth century this older practice reemerged, and although it has
been fairly standard since 1949 to train women to play female and men
to play male roles, some of the most respected performers of male
roles in Jingju today are female, and vice versa. In our training we have
followed this older practice, and our production features both men
playing women, and women playing men.
Since 1949, Jingju has been staged within the proscenium arch, using
originally-designed sets that range from bare stages with painted
backdrops to lavish realistic scenery. For traditional and newly-created
plays set in the historical or imaginary past, scenery is often kept to a
minimum—a simple but beautiful space with tables and chairs used to
indicate interior locales as well as features of the natural landscape
such as rocks and cliff ledges. The actors themselves use pantomimic
conventions to create other scenic aspects. Most of Jingju’s
pantomimic acting conventions would probably be self-evident to
audiences anywhere in the world. A few, however, are particular to
traditional Chinese culture. For instance, traditional Chinese houses
have double doors constructed with a fairly high sill at the bottom—
characters in Jingju therefore indicate that they are entering or leaving a
room by stepping over an imaginary sill at downstage center.
Somewhat more abstractly, travel over a long distance is indicated by
walking in a single large circle. Costume conventions also
communicate locale as well as character. Six-foot-long flexible feathers
worn in a headdress indicate that a general is on or heading toward the
battlefield. The water sleeves—lengths of white silk attached to the
wrists of many of the costumes—are more than simply decorative.
They are used conventionally during a scene to signal to the orchestra
that a performer is ready to sing, and are dropped and picked up on
entrance to indicate that a major character is taking particular care of
his or her appearance. Primarily, however, they are used expressively,
tossed, fluttered, and thrown in delight, anger, and sadness.

THE ORCHESTRA
The Jingju orchestra includes two distinct musical ensembles, a
percussion ensemble and a melodic ensemble.
The percussion ensemble is led by the drummer, who plays
the danpigu (single-skin drum), ban (clapper), and tanggu (two-headed
“hall” drum), and in fact conducts the entire orchestra. Other
instruments in this ensemble are the resonant daluo (large gong); the
clear, high-pitched xiaoluo (small gong); and the naobuo (cymbals),
which are capable of a wide range of sounds.
The melodic ensemble is led by the player of the jinghu (the
smaller two-string spike fiddle), who must literally breath in time with the
actors. The melodic ensemble also includes a second bowed
instrument, the erhu (the larger and lower-pitched two-string spike
fiddle); three plucked instruments—the yueqin (moon lute), sanxian
(three-string lute), and zhongruan (larger “moon” lute); and two wind
instruments—the suona (a double-reed oboe-like instrument), and the
dizi (a horizontal bamboo flute). Because many Jingju productions of
The White Snake including ours feature music directly derived from the
classical Kunqu, these wind instruments are more prominent than in
productions of many other Jingju plays.
These two ensembles together “act” along with the actors by
extending the aural expression of emotion and atmosphere. The
melodic ensemble always plays in conjunction with the percussion
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ensemble, providing an emotional, aural fabric in which movement and
sometimes speech occur, and following, heightening, and elaborating
on the melodies sung by the actors to express the feelings of the
characters being portrayed. The percussion ensemble plays alone as
well as in conjunction with the melodic ensemble, punctuating,
heightening, and further interpreting the movement, speech, and song
of the actors, and providing sound effects. For combat sequences, it
both coordinates timing and provides the sounds of warfare.
Each character in a Jingju play is actually portrayed by an actor and the
full orchestra, working together. Without the orchestra, characterization
and expression would be aurally incomplete.

THE STORY OF THE JINGJU PLAY
THE WHITE SNAKE
This lavish mythological drama features sparkling comedy, high drama,
and vibrant battles with swords, spears, halberds, and maces. It also
showcases thrilling song and music, including both representative
Jingju song with rollicking spike fiddle accompaniment and lyrical fluteaccompanied song directly
derived from the classical
Kunqu. Descended from
previous dramatizations
dating from the seventeenth
century or earlier, it is one of
the most popular Jingju plays
of the twentieth century.
Most current versions,
including our own, are based
on the script written by Tian
Han in 1947 and revised in
1953.
As the play opens, two sister
snake spirits decide to take
the form of beautiful women
and descend to earth in order
to experience human love.
Lady White and her maid
Green Child meet a

handsome young man, Xu Xian, at the Broken Bridge on romantic West
Lake. They share a boat piloted by an Elderly Boatman with a wry
sense of humor, and Xu protects the two women from a rainstorm
summoned by Green Child. Lady White and Master Xu Xian fall in love,
are quickly married by Green Child, and set up an herb shop where all
three live and work. But their lives are soon disrupted by the powerful
Buddhist monk Fa Hai, who discovers that the two women are really
snake spirits and assumes that they therefore have evil intentions. Fa
Hai knows that Lady White will probably be forced to drink the special
medicated wine customarily shared by family and friends on Dragon
Boat Festival day, so he visits Xu and predicts that Lady White’s true
form will be revealed. Soon after drinking the special wine she indeed
reverts briefly to her true snake form, and Xu is so shocked that his
heart stops, and he dies.
Lady White then journeys to the Mountain of Immortality for spirit grass,
a heavenly magic herb that can restore life. She first pleads and then
fights with Crane Child and Deer Child, the two spirits who guard the
herb. The battle ends only through the intervention of the Immortal
Elder, who takes pity on Lady White and awards her the herb. She
then restores Xu Xian to life, only to have him soon stolen away by Fa
Hai and kept in the formidable Mount Gold Temple beside the Chang
Jiang (Yangzi River). Now pregnant with Xu Xian’s son, Lady White
goes with Green Child to plead with Fa Hai for Xu’s release. When Fa
Hai refuses, the snakes summon an army of Water Spirits to do battle
for him. As the battle rages, Xu Xian persuades the young acolyte Sha
Ming to help him escape, and sets out to find Lady White.
In the course of the pitched battle, Fa Hai’s army of Divine Warriors
forces the Water Spirits to retreat. An exhausted Lady White rests by
the Broken Bridge on West Lake, attended by Green Child. Xu Xian
finds them there and is attacked by the furious Green Child, who
blames him for succumbing to Fa Hai’s persuasions and thereby
bringing great distress to Lady White. Lady White, though deeply hurt
by Xu, defends him and the three are gradually reconciled. However,
they spend only a few weeks together, during which Xu Shilin is born,
before Fa Hai’s army returns, captures Lady White, and imprisons her
under Thunder Peak Pagoda. Green Child escapes to spend several
years in austere practice, accruing even greater strength. She then
leads an army of Fire Spirits to destroy the pagoda and reunite
husband, wife, and child, as well as the sister snake spirits.
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